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year, by writers of many ages and countries,
expressing their ideas of the purpose and scope of
the musical art. These sayings are mostly short
and all are clear and incisive. Nowhere can one
get a better idea of the scope and limitations of
music as expressed by the world’s most interesting
writers than in this beautiful volume. The author
spent much time iu their selection and has made
a book that appeals to all readers of musical
literature.

Published by

THEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa.

A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds,
nothing of greater difficulty than the second grade.
Carefully selected. For a collection of very easy music
nothing better can be had.
Printed and bound in onr usual fine and substantial
style.
Published by

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.,Philadelphia

LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES.

m°zajt,liszt,wagner)rubinstein,
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Price 50 cents, net.
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Priw 11.00. Pottage and Tube, 10 its. Extra

A Collection of Piano Duets.
PRICE $1.00.

Studio, Music i™”p„io".‘“b'* f°' ,he

The compositions contained in this work are all
of

a

good standard and of

culty.

a

moderate degree of diffi¬

Every one is melodious, and the work will

surely please.

No better collection of four-hand

pieces has ever before been published.
a liberal professional discount.

Subject to

THEODORE PRESSER,

HARMONY, INSPIRATION,
BEETHOVEN AT THE PIANO.
Price 50 cents each, net.
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1527. Clark, Scotson. Marche desGirondins.
1526. Gounod, Ch. Faust Waltz.. .............
1534. Gounod. Ch. Marche Romaine (Marche
Pontificale).
1198. Gnrlitt, C. Idvlle.
2126. Hanisch, M. Festival Polonaise, Op. 109,
No. 1.!.
1518. Landon, Chas. W. School of Reed Organ
Playing, Vol. Ill . 1
1514. Leybach, J. Grand March in G.
1511. Leybach, J. Marche Pathetique.
1529. Leybach, J. Pastorale.
1193. Mendelssohn, F. Nocturne from Midsummer
Night’s Dream. .•;••••
1535. Mendelssohn, F. War March of the Priests,
from Athalie..
1194. Meyerbeer. Chorus of Bathers, from Les
Huguenots.
1196. Mine, A. Invocation.
1538. Mozart, W. A. Andantino (Fantasia).
2254. Neumann, K. Forget Me-Not Gavotte...
1536. Oesten, Max. Norwegian Shepherd Song,
Op. 140, No. 14.
1195. Richards, B. Evening.
1540. Rossini, G. Cujus Animam (from Stauai
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1508. Rossini.\i. TyroUenne (from WiiiianFfeiij
1538. Rubinstein, A. Melody in F, Op- 3, No. ■
1532. Wagner, Richard. Bridal Chorus, from
Lohengrin; Pilgrim’s Chorus, from a
luiuser .
1519. Wely, Lefebure. Idylle.••■•"•■••"•jV'll'
2175. Wely, Lefebure. March of the Halberdiers.
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2184. Knight, T. H. Hilarity March (Two bteph
1201. Mozart; W. A. Gloria, from Twelfth^;
2082. Yoorhies, H. O. Frolicking March (l»°
1539. Wagner, ' Richard!' "Tannimuser Man*.
arranged.
FOUR HANDS.
2131. Streabbog, L. The Golden Stars Walt*
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Bo it has proven often in the lives of other men. Op¬
portunities came to them and they were able to improve

Sunday, May 7th.—Special programs by city choirs.

them, often because they excelled all other competitors

round trip, if one hundred members attend Convention.

energies to the work of improving herself.

in the special knowledge required. One never knows
when the demand for some special trained service will be
made in his circle. Many who would seem to be in the

Every one, delegate or visitor, should take a receipt for

her mental powers, her physical forces, her personal

her ticket when purchasing, and then, if there is a reduc¬
tion, it can easily be made in St. Louis.

and it rests with her to sharpen that tool and to keep it

All delegates and officers will be enteriained in private

in the best condition, that it may always turn out work

line of preferment and promotion are passed by, and

Transportation will be one and one-third fare for the

tious work,—if she will give her time, her talent, and her
She herself—

energy, all that goes to make character—isherbtst tool,

another who has patiently toiled and waited, and, above

homes.

all, has prepared himself for the best that is in him,
comes op to the front and goes np over the heads of all
bis fellows.

1st to Mrs. Oscar Herf, 33U0 Russell Avenue, St. Louis.

The humblest worker, no matter where she is living,

Names of club members who expect to attend the meet¬

whether she gets twenty-five cents or a dollar a lessen,

ing, and such delegates as may prefer to go to a hotel,

may take conrage, and should apply herself with re¬

What is one lesson that the ambitions yonng mnsic-

should be sent by April 1st to Mrs. Cary Carper, 4G04

newed energy to her work when she reflects what beau¬

Morgan Street, so that the best possible arrangements
may be made.

tiful results have been achieved by the lowly workers

teacber should learn ?

The valne of routine in forming

and strengthening character, and the necessity of some
definite, special line of work to give room and cause for
growth.

No young mao who is willing to do his duty

to society and himself, who possesses the true altruistic
spirit, dsre rest satisfied with himself and bis conditions

Names of such visitors should be sent by April

she can do good work,—thorough, honest, and conscien¬

Vandeventer and Bell Avenues.
day ; American plan.
Street.

$2 00 and $3.00 per

Beers’, Grand Avenne and Olive

$1 00 per day; European plan.

Grand Ave.

American plan.

He must select some subject or subjects connected
with his profession, and resolutely set to work to perfect

portion of the city are New Planters’, Southern, and St.
Nicholas.

himself along those lines, to make himself an authority
on certain points. Even granting that he does not use

All clubs sending delegates should send names (and

this study and discipline.

in all lauds.

The most convenient hotels are: West End, corner

when he fluds himself earning a competency by the
exercise of his profession.

them io his daily work, he is bound to raise himself by

well made and artistically finished.

Hotel, Olive Street and Grand Avenue.

$3.00 per day ;

A correspondent from Williamstown, Mich., re¬
ports the organization of a ladies’ orchestra, consisting
of string instruments with piano.

Other desirable hotels in the business

office, if any) and addresses by April 1st to Miss Grace
Taussig, 3501 Lafayette Avenue.

A writer in a contemporary calls attention to the
fact

that women choir singers often earn as much,

oftentimes more, than men.

The highest paid cbuieb

singers are women.

He dare not assume that the

It is hoped that all federated clubs will deem it a

day will never come when he can use this skill and

pleasant thing to send year books, programs, pictures of

knowledge.

interview :

club rooms, or anything else which may be indicative of
their work, to Mrs. J. W. Hardt, 134 Greenwood Ave¬

problem for so many women.

nne, Topeka, Kansas, Chairman of the Club Exhibit.

is the subject for a most interesting and valuable paper

These should be sent before April 1st, so that they may
be properly arranged for the exhibit at St. Louis.

for reading before musical clubs.

History tells ns that many a man’s course

of life has been completely changed in a wonderfully
short time.
There are many men who measure np to the standard
of the average. Be a little better than that average if
only in one little point. Some day that one thing may

Mrs. Fanny Bloomfield Zeisler said, in a recent
“ I am

proud to have solved the great
I did not give np my art

when I married, nor have I neglected my home.”

Here

There is both encour¬

agement and warning in the remark.

Anna S. Pedkrsen,

make for success. Trained skill in some one direction
will make itself known to those who can use it and who
want it.

Cor. Sec., N. F. M. C.,
228 W. 44th St., New York.
The Elmira Woman’s Club will move to larger quar¬
ters in the fall, owing to the great increase in member¬

—The degree in which a man individualizes his woi
and gives it the qnality of his own mind and spirit

ship.

the measure of his success in giving his nature free ar
full expression.—Hamilton Mabie.

ensemble piano-playing. Bach’s D-minor concerto was
given before the Club, March 23d, by Misses M. Ethel
Nicholls and Harriet Louise Beckwith.

The Club pays a great deal of attention to

Mrs. Clara Murray, the well-known harpist, says
that the study of the harp offers a very profitable oppor"
tnnity to a yonng woman with musical talent. Two
years of steady work and a good harp afford the necessary
equipment for life.

8he further says that the supply of

good harp-players by no means equals the demand, an<^
urges girls to take up this instrument, with its speci-1
opportunities, instead of devoting their energies to
piano, whose players are legion.

Mr. E. M. Bowman is the new president. Mrs. Virgil
still retains control of the Virgil Piano School.
According to a London paper which publishes a
translation of Mme. Patti’s baptismal certificate, the
priina donna was born in Madrid, April 3, 1843.
London musical journals have much to say in praise
of the young Hungarian pianist, Ernst von Dohnanyi.
He is also said to show marked promise as a composer.
The fnnd for the Berlin Wagner monument has
reached the snm of 100,000 marks. A wealthy Wagner
enthusiast has agreed to provide for any additional
needs.
The Koabe piano is to lie sold by a large department
store in Philadelphia. Wanamaker, with the Chickering. has marked ont tbe path, and tbe other stores ninst
follow.
Felix Weingartneb will nppearin anew role—that

of a lecturer.

He will deliver an address on “ The

Symphony after Beethoven,” at Munich, and later at
Berlin.
Announcement has been made that

tains a splendid concert hall.

A fine three-manual pipe

organ, tubnlar pneumatic action, has been placed in the
hall.
The string quartet seems to be growing popular in the
larger music centers.

All the large cities are able to

boast of at least one first-class organization.
the good work.
amateurs.

Keep up

There should be similar clubs among

graphical data and correction of any misstatements in
the present edition of his “ Dictionary of Music.”

A

new edition in the German language is to be prepared.
Dr. Riemann’s address is Promenaden-Strasse 11, Leip¬
sic, or in care of The Etude.
How times have changed !

The veteran Carl Reinecke

served as conductor of the Gewandhaus Orchestra for
many years for a salary said to have been between

The ASolian is meeting with success in Paris, among
musicians as well as the general public.

The ASolian

$1500 and $2000.

But the virtuoso has appeared even

in the conductor’s world, and Keinecke’s successor gets

Company has also placed on the market a recording

nearly four times as much.

piano, which can be used to make a permanent record of
improvisations.

difference in the worth of the men ?

There is a comfortable fortune in prospect for some
member or members of the vocal profession.

A Kansas

Do the figures express tbe

In a book on “Musical Memory,” Dr. F. G. Shinn,
an English musician, includes an interesting anecdote
of Sir Walter Parratt.

The latter played a

game of chess

girl has been left a legacy of $500,000, and is to study

while sitting at the piano, playing anything asked for

singing as one of the conditions of inheritance.
pean teachers, take notice!

from Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, or Chopin.

Euro¬

The management of the Lowell, Mass., City Library
has issued a thirty-two-page bulletin containing a list

He never looked at the chess-board, and talked with
those who surrounded him.

This lasted for an hour,

and he won his game.

John Philip

of valuable works in musical literature, with annota¬

Some Beethoven and Schubert autograph manuscripts,

Sousa has set to music the favorite hymn of President

belonging to the estate of the late Alexander W. Thayer,

Mortal Be

tions descriptive of the character and contents of the
books listed. It is a very valuable bulletin.

the biographer of Beethoven, were sold at auction w

In some of his recital programs Emil Sauer makes a

Representatives of the leading Prussian firms en¬
gaged in the manufacture of musical instruments have

London, and brought good prices. Four pages contain¬
ing the songs “Ah Perfide ” and “ Heidenroslein ^

point of including works familiar to piano pupils of the

arranged to establish, in Berlin, a technical school for

brought $120 ; Mignon’s song, “ Kennst du das Land.

tbe construction of musical instruments.

$62.

Lincoln, “O, Why Should the Spirit of
Proud?”

higher grades. To hear him play these pieces is a lesson
not soon forgotten.
JosEr Weiss, who has been playing in concerts iD the
United States this season, is to locate in Chicago. The
Windy City is almost certain to be the place for an edu¬
cation in piano playing.
Mme. Melba, while in San Francisco, had a narrow

escape from serious injury, if not worse.

While in the

drawing room of a friend, she was seated near a pedestal
on which was a heavy bronze statne.

The latter fell

and struck Melba on the head rendering her unconscious
for some time.

The Germans

are intent upon becoming the leaders in the industrial
world.

Four Schubert songs brought prices ranging he

tween $105 and $165 each.
Curiosity has been manifested as to the Abb6 Perosi.

A New York paper says that Paderewski will put in
four months’ concert work in the United States next

the latest composer-lion. He is an Italian, was born w
1872, his father, an organist, being bis first instructor

season. “ There are more than three hundred extremely

He was educated at Rome, and took priestly vows.

difficult pieces of concert music in which he is deter¬

,g

mined to perfect himself before coming to this country ”

oratorio, “The Passion,” will be sung in Boston by t]f
Cecilia Society, April 24th. A Paris correspondent e

What are these “three hundred ” pieces that he must
perfect himself in ? Is his repertoire so limited that

scribes him thus : “

there are this many “extremely difficult pieces of con¬
cert music ” that he must study ? What a prospect
before us !

sufficient artistic wildness

A

little man, plump but agile-

black hair sticks np somewhat straight, and has jn
the tonsure.

to

contrast a little

oddlj

wi

His forehead is of Beethovenesqne Prol'

tions, eyes large and brown, complexion rosy.”

“ student musician ” and “ the intelligent and curious
horizontal yawn awful to behold and capacious enough

amateur,” but adda, “ this book A at not in itself a

BY H. M. SHIP.

character. ” He devotee over half of bis work
to the theory and conatrnction of music—subjects but

for a couple of dozen jew’s-harps.

Removing the appa¬

ratus, he examined it carefully and deliberately, like a

very lightly touched upon in the recent excellent works
of Memra. Parry. Krehbiel. and Henderson. The re¬

Wit and humor have their legitimate places in the
educational scheme, and some of the best teaching of

mainder of Lavignac treats the Esthetics and History
of Mnaic.

proverb, which has been defined as “the wisdom of

the world has been condensed and disseminated by the

thermometer, and then dismissed the man, saying in a
tone of well-feigned disappointment:
“I’m v-very sorry, but we hain’t g-g got any your
s-size 1 ”

The publishers have been most fortunate in securing
Mr. Krehbiel for the American editor. He has revised
the bibliographies, written some interesting pages on

great help, as he can thereby drive home a lesson that

mnaic in America, and otherwise added to the valneof
the original hook.

pedagogic maxim that the stronger the impression upon

the latest statistics. Musicians, judged by his standard,

ttie pupil’s mind, the better it is retained. Wit helps to
make this impression stronger.

ought to be the most humane and gentle of men.

M. Lavignac writes with remarkable clearness and
simplicity, and uses many illustrations and examples
In musical notation.
tral instrument.

many and the wit of one.”

To every teacher wit is a

otherwise might have been unlearned.

It is an old

foibles and eccentricities are legitimate prey

In closing bis section on harmony, M. Lavignac si
Of the science, I have given the general outlines;
aa to the art, that can be acquired only by long

‘ p W!t„*“dJth6 Wag' Take lonS bair, ^ exam
nc
had a sketch of Paderewski’s head —v
Tommy Atkins, in Kipling’s tales, calls a “’av

labor ions work.

head, -and underneath was the phrase, “Hesusta
a terrible shock.” Many a would-be musician associ

possessed of pleasures entirely peculiar in their eba
ter . . . pleasures purely intellectual, and hai
no relation, even the moat remote, to the sense

they are a bad lot.

But

They frequently rob and beat time;

they extend and suspend chords to trip the unwary;

There are pictures of every orches¬

Having done this, a man finds bin

Sbakspere’s testimonial concerning music as a good
soothing syrup for savage beasts was not based upon

ong hair with nnnsnal artistic ability, and caltiv
tne former accordingly.
If all mothers were only as careful and conscient

pleasure experienced by the amateur who is not a

with “ malice aforethought ” they prepare and introduce
discords ; they are always ready to attack ; they often
have their hands full of executions ; they raise notes
with as little compunction as regular “ sharpers, ” and
yet they are constantly making good resolutions.

To the uninitiated some of the abbreviations of musi¬
cal terms are bewildering.

Perhaps you have heard of

dent of harmony.” Of counterpoint he says ; “It
so to speak, a dead language from which the pro

“ ‘
°”e mentl0ne'1 below. ™ teachers would be,
to report progress in regard to more of our pupils.

the organ pupil who would persist, even after he knew

speech ia derived, as important to the musician as Li
or Oreek to tb. scholar.” The section on connteip

mue upon a social call, a lady remarked to her h

son ”—and no doubt it has often been canon-ized ; and

" r°llow«d w'*b a discussion of the fngue. The c
chapter is devoted to Esthetics. It treats of the vari
mn-ical forms, with special analyses of the sonata i
conceito and considerable attention to the “Wagner
Reform ” ; then fallow Improvisation, Criticism, Mi
cal Evolution, and The Beantifnl in Music. The ant

M. D. has misled more than one tyro.

was asked what Da Capo (D. C ) abbreviations meant,

«

and answered, “ District of Columbia.”

n’\got any 'holier as yet, ” was the ausv
We^Z

balrlu

r ^ jQ8‘ lettiDg his hair grow.”

*^ab°nt J°achim in * Lou

some of hU l
the barber advised Joachim to 1
some of his luxuriant locks cut off, or “people m

maintain* that. “ deprived of all aid and free of ,

take you for one o’them fiddlin’ chap,”

izr,10''

a I th“

Pta« * a. ,rtprocitJ

can not be a thorough instructor in singing,
d organ-playing, the technic of string and win
its, and the various lines of theoretical study
is a person of very unusual qualities.

And l

in of strong parts he will be all the more vain

In the concluding chapter, on “The History of i
(native notices of composers, singers, etc , be treats

A little gid

What
^
" going to be » music
What professor have you got for him ?”

collaboration, doubtless the highest form of mask
the S/mphon/.”
Art of Music,” which abounds with compact and s,

better, in calling the St. Diapason stop “ Saint Diapa¬

ember of the profession should he decide to
Barber ^'

^7°

- -»■ «Tp*S;

Piani8t?”
wu**-

is energies to a few lines instead of spreading
__
-tt_In aoniiemns. l)Ut BD

to know before continuing my teaching of same.
** 1" I’almer’i ’Theory,' page III), paragraph 100, I do
not understand where the ’perfect filth’ is to be found
in second inversion of this chord.
’’ In studying Schumann, what do you advise tak¬
ing up after ' Album for the Young' and ‘Scenes from
Childhood’?”
The exercises for the mordent are not intended to be
played with hoth hands together, hut with each hand
sep irately. The way to do it is to carry out the different
fingerings in any kind of scale yon like.
Dr. Palmer says, in the paragraph to which yon refer:
’’ A very useful chord may be derived from the chord of
the seventh and ninth of the snpertonic of the minor
key by altering the third, fifth, nnd seventh, making
the third and filth major, the seventh diminished, omit¬
ting the fundamental.”
Taking the key of A minor, the chord of the seventh
and ninth will be B, D. F, A, C; altered according to
l>r. Palmer’s rale, it will he B, I) sharp, F sharp (a
perfect firth from B), A flat, C; omit B, the funds
mental.

made yonrself able to play the Chopin concert studies,
even i! not extremely well, yon have done a great deal;
and there would be no difficulty in your studying and
accomplishing

moderately well almost any of the

Beethoven sonatas you might fancy, except the very last
ones, and agreat deal of Schumann and Brahms.

I have

no hesitation in saying, however, that it is entirely
impossible for yon to make yourself a pianist by practice
after having done a full day’s work in any employment.
I once heard of a rather remarkable case, however
which may be quoted the other way. A young man, a
.’wede, a paper ruler by profession, working the full
hours in the bindery, came to me, and commenced the
study of the piano and organ.

He took one lesson a

week, more or less regularly, for perhaps two or three
years.

Then some lots which he had bought in Minne-

apohs increased very much in price, so that he had
nm capital.

With that money he bought a grocery

Ci;lCag"’ an(I t0i)k his brother into partnership with
mi to run it. The brother proved a failure as a busi¬

In paragraph -101 Dr. Palmer says this chord is to be ness man and in about two years drank up the grocery
Meanwhile my young man had got himself elected
osetl as a second inversion, A flat becoming the bass. 1
prefer to consider this chord as an augmented sixth
Zo
HeadlaTfvrCh’ aD<1 had 80,116 pDpi,80n the
chord, commonly railed the German sixth, writing an p ane. He devoted himself to music for several years
E flat matead of D sharp, and consider it as belonging afterward, aud became a very excellent player o/both
stm i.„r,
„,LS"n
to C-minor, which is a closer relation to C major than
87. ana i
A minor, and is more in accordance with the idea that a beheve is now a clergyman.
This will show you wbat can be done by a person who
key comprehends both major anil minor of the same letter.
In studying Schumann I do not recommend a young
student to take complete works like those you mention.
think it is better to take selections, the best piecea out
of these different book,; and for the great majority of
students my selection of Schumann pieces contains the
l»o.,ho.lbt„„onl„„ep)>yed
cream of Schumann's works up to the most difficult
/ mean to say that myHchnmann selections stop abort
of the most difficult, the highest point touched being
an °PP°rtnDity for
the Kremlenana and the Novelettes; and I think the musical study outside t\ • • *
qneetion whtah iZl
8 a,most 88 hopeless as the
beat thing you can do. if yon want to have an interestlog t.me with Schumann, would be toget that book and somewhere ont West' hy'aTo “b^Ut0“Ce a monlh from
g'f ’ Wh° wishes to
Start in where ymir present prsrtioe leaves off, because come into the city and <to t

,Mhd

- £ ~ ?'ir””- w

and have the use of th
,ollsework to pay her board
«*« of the pIano for practice four or five

start with an accented staccato, as on page 22, No.
9. Should there be much finger movement in these fast
forms ? My teacher used an arm impulse, but somehow
I can not seem to work up any speed in that way.
Should Bowman’s stab touch be practiced with one or
two fingers at a time, aud with what musical example?
The directions say mnsical example No. 2, bnt I do not
see how it could be applied to No. 2 on page 21.
“D. S. W."
In

answer to

your first qnestion, I will say that

we do not practice the fast form of the two-finger exer¬
cise staccato, bnt always phrased.

I do not myself par¬

ticularly care for the rhythmic sequence in the two finger
exercise, believing that more is to be gained in the fast
form by making it very fast and light, without much
accent until the hand is properly matured.

Bowman s

stab touch is applied to exercise form No. 2.

The first

tone is held and the second is made with the finger
elastic, the hand springing back into about the same
position as at the beginning ol the touch.

In preparing

this touch we put the hand in the position representfd
in Fig. 6 b, and come back to the same position.

The

advantage of the touch, according to Mr. Bowman, is
that it strengthens the outermost joint of the finger
attacking the first tone. I have also found it useinl m
getting a motion at the wrist sometimes in cases where
this was very bard to do.
“ I am anxious to become a good musician, and
done what I could. I want so much to “®de
harmony, counterpoint, etc. 1 have studied l 11
harmony, going as far as the use of the c“®r
dominant seventh. I have studied some in a
on harmouy by John Stainer, but the teachers
had either can not or will not take me any
It is so disappointing to give it up when 1 ’a
commenced. I see advertisements in The t
teach harmouy, etc., by mail. I know it is » 8r
to ask, but would you be kind enough to give
opinion? Do you think I could learn anything
manner? and if so, will yon please recommend •
tome? I feel sure this will lie much tron .
to take for an utter stranger, still I will appre
much.
u D
I should recommend for harmony by mail PrClarke, of the University of Pennsylvania, in
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Let not any one of the recent progres-

get those phenomenal altitudes of speed at which the

now famous surgical operation of having this ligament

•i vista think to disparage the great Czerny by any super¬

dered deaigus.

eagles of modern virtuosity soar and sustain themselves,

severed, there is no reason why you should worry.

cilious upward curve of the eyebrows. Czerny was a
pupil of Beethoven, and was chosen by him to give the

you can in all likelihood attain a rate of from seven to

Hold the fifth finger easily in a gently curved position,

nine notes per second, and that is enough to do all bnt

about two-thirds of the way from being doubled up and

great ’’ Emperor’’ concerto its first public performance.

the very extremest feats of the virtuoso.

being straight as a pencil.

That speaks volumes for him ; and then, again, those

Now, whenever uBing the

I am always in deep sympathy with those who love

fourth fi nger in any normal or ordinary way, this poised,

hundred* of piano studies do really prepare the pianist’s

the piano and its ineffably beautiful literature, and espe¬

pendulous attitude will be easy, but if, either in tech¬

linger* for their tens of thousands of gyrations.

cially if they, like you, are compelled to study without

nical gymnastics or in performance, it becomes needful

Caerny's Modes or practice pieces for the keyboard
are not very sweet or tuneful, yet they are not by any

adequate instruction, and with limited time. Two hours

to use this finger in any extravagant way, just let the

a day is not more than a very moderate allowance of

fifth finger take care of itself.

means devoid of strictly musical charm, of harmony,

practice-time.

and melody. If they do not stimulate or tickle the
palate of the practicer, they do feed him with sound

it is well for yon to go ahead with that and to be content.

the hand are worth much for any musical result.
Third, you ask if the appoggiatnras in the chords o!

It yonr hand is for any reason, either congenital or by

Chopin should be played upon the beat or before it.

food ; they are the oyster-crackers, Cramer’s Modes the
cookies, and Chopin’s Modes the spice-cakes of the

the work that yon do daily, especially stiff, or compelled

The usage in such matters undoubtedly varies among

to remain in one position, that will impede yonr prog¬
ress, bnt must be striven against bravely.

interpreters,

piano literature.

Yon will never, so long as the key¬

Bat as a half-loaf is better than no bread,

board of the piano continues in its present form, find
any real substitute for the Modes of Czerny.
However, jnst here an important caution ia necessary:
you must not take these studies in excemive quantities,
or in a half hearted, mechanical way. The habit of
vaguely attending to the work of the fingers, with a
mind which is wool-gathering, or wrapped in rainbowcolored clonds of day dreaming, is as pernicions as any¬
thing that can lie imagined, and is responsible for half
of the vague, looee-textured playing to which we are
constantly called upon to listen. In this technical ele¬
ment of speed, ss in all matters appertaining to the
manipulation of the keyboard, "Touch and Technic,”
by Dr. William Mason, is admirable in the extreme
Hi* velocity scale*, taking a point of departure and
rushing to a point of arrival and repose withont special¬

No fantastic tortures of

pianists of authority, bnt the general custom of Chopin
I

believe, is to play all the

ornaments

o

this kind rather deliberately, and the accent upon t e
first or lowest note.
yon my hearty thanks.

The questions which yon

pose are not easy to answer with great distinct:
or much categorical emphasis, bnt I will elucidate
points at issne to the best of my ability under the ne
sary limitations.
First, yon say that in playing octaves, when yon st
for perfect relaxation the nnnsed fingers hang do
powmg so straight as to touch the black keys, ant

Dr. Hans Von Biilow advises ex

actly the same way of playing grace-notes in the eon
atas of Beethoven.
. .
As to the second half of yonr third question, i 18
effect another question. Yon ask whether the
appogaiatnra should be ernshed against the cboi

exactly as if it were in a song or melody, and 8t®n^
in melodic relations with the siDgle lone oflbec or (j,e

interfere with the motion ; or if, on the other hand

which it resolves.

stove to curve them out of the way, the wrist bec’o

appoggiatnra wonld take its full time-value, an

constricted, and so hardness of tone ensues.

on the accent.

This i

real dilemma, and results most likely from your ■

a ^

then released. When any such grace-note occurs rf®

In nearly all cases of this 'D

#

There might be exceptions, bn ■ 1

cases of doubt yon would do well to lean to t is

cessing: either a very small band or a hand very tigl

ized thought between, are as nseful as anything can be
toward the acquisition of gTeat agility.

webbed or constricted across the metacarpal knock
In either case the difficulty is much the same
Fir

C. E.—You say that you have read the
Wagner upon vegetarianism, and have heard t a

First, then, choose, after consultation with some emi¬

wonld advise yon not to go to extremes in the so-ca

bert attributes his freedom from nervousness to* ]iert

re axiDg of the hand.

vegetarian diet; then yon ask directly whether

nent teacher, either in person or by letter, a few of the
best Czerny atndies.
In the next or second place, I advise you to get at
once a metronome, ir yon have not one already, and
work with this priceless monitor daily.

Now dt> not

here, either, expect the metronome to perform a miracle
No pianist ever yet came anddenly out of the head of

In this matter of relaxa

ere is, I think, some misunderstanding
Wha
always meant i8 that there 8hon]d bR ^ nnneceffi

in it.

the hnman body, there is such a great graph 0 ®
lding of a muscle during the time it is off dnty-i
is, interference by reason of holding the lifting or
tensor muscles while the flexor muscles are perforn

frrw,,cn-however’

Ie,rhrra
hand stretched out to the active position, whic

^

Now, as to the whole question of the ce ^
^ ^

sible opinion, snch an overplus of argument,
here find space for a few dogmas mere y.

^

argument, I will say this: (1) All extreme 0P'“'
of eccentricity, and contain the vitiating
of crankism ; (2) the ordinary habits of Ame

p*o-

But do not misunderstand. Should you from the first
happen to sail iuto Kr.iulein 1’rentncr’s artistic arms,—
•he, who ie a genius and a personality in herown right,—
ofs imsooe like her, you will fie happy anil contented,
nod will learn small things and great. Itot she is one,
nod there are few like her.

note to be well defined, “belonen,” as the Germans

concert, studies every pianist, learns from the least, and

say, or, in other words, a little accented, to make a solid
sound at the start.

can therefore criticise the greatest.

I.iery fragment of strength added will open np just
so much more ability for effects in tone shading, and

BACH’S THOROUGHNESS AS A TEACHER.

when you can pin these down here and there with
chords of superlative tone force, the sensation technically
I have a picture in my mind of a girl, strong in chara ier and in body, who hail studied hard in thiscountry
winning considerable snccess, and who gained engagemsnU to play, even in Vlenna, very soon alter her arrival.
Hhe was not allowed to accept the opportunities to play
and so kept shuttle cocked from one week to the other

can he made complete.

These chords can be ripped out

after the fingers are in touch with their component keys,
with the whole stiffening of the body relaxed
moment the chord is given out.

the

A chord so played can

he made stupendous in its effect and makes one under¬
stand, for the first time, how far the means can go that

Sebastian Bach never encouraged any of his pupils
to apply themselves to composition unless they showed
the ability to think musically. This, according to the
master, was a first essential to the would-be composer.
Then, after the necessary preparation in harmony, etc.,
Bach would start his scholars upon fugal work, begin¬
ning at the first with two-part writing.

And here again

waiting for Imams. When Erunlein I’rentner took her
m ham! she learned a great deal,-all the points which

perhaps only Liszt and Rubinstein exhausted.

make study in Vienna valuable.

makes 4, and so on to the tens, to the tens of hundreds

his guidance thoughtfulness.

and thousands.”

If you wish to add a good thousand

not permit the use of an instrument; every note had to

to your stock of knowledge, think ahead to prepare

be carefully thought out, had, in fact, to come from the

every note before yon strike it.

mind.

The points follow :

K.
■
"hool,1 n«Trr R° •» Europe ; for heads it is all
right
Hmdscao learn every where man Indian jungle
(witness Mr Kipling) ami in a Bowery bar room (wit,
oem many); hot bands, keep them bere-witueaa the
little ones who play , thousand notes a minute with
ease an.1-wn manage, three- and four onneetouch, who
start with devitalixition and learn not to frighten their

As the Maestro says: “You start with 2; adding 2

After your muscle is

developed and well schooled in the various touches it is
by far more difficult to he in contact with your note
ready to strike than to deal the blow.

If you have ground bass notes which your eye can not

U|!"'° • f°r*’t,en «*»«•' fbeir body
2 b* Mt,.0n
w"k «*“d intermittent through
their over teal and cramped method of study

conveniently reach, measure the octave of the note with

from‘11'V '

ten times more secure.

"7 7°*Me *"'d “«*•* ‘o

Rotten
7. it 7 7“°°''
“'“t <he hand 1ms
wen thoroughly formed and perfect independence and
limberness gained. Tosp„reyou three

your thumb and the little finger with this assistance
II make tins very important part of the background
In chords the finger is to he

used flat on the black keys, but only if your first finirer
«1| a™.

u,b,s5ore,„“, X

by some fore,,, lm.rd.ng house keeper or other tbe
•*,

Forkel, in his “ Life of Bach,” remarks :

“ In all these and other exercises in composition he
rigorously taught his pupils—first, to compose entirely
from the mind without any instrument ; secondly, to
pay constant attention as well to the consistency ot each
simple part, in and for itself, as to its relation to the
parts connected and concuirent with it. No part,
whether inner or outer, was allowed to break off belore
it had entirely said what it had to say. Every note was
required to have a connection with the preceding I l”
any one appear of which it was not apparent whence >
came nor whither it tended, it was instantly banislie
as suspicious.”
Bach considered the various parts in a piece of music
gether.

The hand must take and know perfectly the form of
he chord—its “face,” as they say in Vienna-tX t
comes down on it.

They are applied to fiDger moti
different way to the sn.i - I
“ * ■"Kntly
y U> me Wrist, and mean the ability of

Even at this stage he did

just as so many intelligent persons who conversed to

on
,P‘ite P°int*
-nd any
one who is earnest sod sincere will agree with
«ymg that without (lieu no one can he a “jjj
farmer or even a good one.
K
1>er'

the master always demanded on the part of those under

That is also to be practiced

P„t

SKSSSStTiSri;

Whatever the number might be, every one

would be heard separately or in combination with d*
neighbors ; but as soon as it felt that it had “nothing to
the purpose to say,” then, like a good-behaved citizen,
it remained silent—an attentive listener.

lies, Bath 9

scholars knew that anything of an incoherent, extrava
gant natnre introduced into their little musical di»
courses was fatal, and doomed to certain and immediate
expulsion.—‘'Musical Opinion.’’

keep quiet!

see something of the world before partly withdrawing
from it. Success has its penalties also, and, while it is
well to lie busy, it is nervous work to he too busy. Yet

As to the various kinds of influence which may be
exerted over others, I prefer the active to the passive or

success never tires ; only those whose time hangs heavily

unconscioos kind. For the former yon may claim some
credit, lor the latter none; every teacher who is brought

order to succeed our work remains in one place and be¬

in contact with younger minds incurs some responsi¬
bility ; but, after all, certain lines of instruction belong
properly to the Sunday-school, and not to the class-room.

comes one of its idiosyncrasies.

This takes a long span

ot time, and you risk wearing out before yon rust out.
Those will-o’-the-wisps who roam from one place to
another, and are constantly on the books of teachers’

yon pause. At a concert endless musical progressions
fatigue your unwilling enr, when some strain unex¬
pectedly thrills yon. Yon are traveling, and nothing
seemingly interests yon, bnt at a bend of the river a view
unfolds which fascinates you. This is the proper province
of art or nature—to give you an impression. When that
happy moment comes, do not try to analyze it, or you
will destroy the spell. Enjoy the effect without tracing
the causes. Certain musical combinations seem to slum¬
ber within the passive and inert consciousness of the

paying rent.

Study geographic conditions carefully

and investigate local surroundings intelligently, but
when yon decide to settle in a certain locality remain
there.

Bach makes pianists of musicians and musicians of
pianists ; from the simplest invention to the most comp icated fugue everything is completely rounded out and
artis ,rally fioisbed. Study Bach morning, noon and
■j.ght, and then put the clavichord under your pill™ to
dream on
The study may be dry, yes, extra dry bnt
think of the results !
1

universe.
The fortunate finder of the nmgic formula
winch- awakens the sleeping beauty becomes famous
.Mascagni’, " Intermezzo ’’ is a case in point.

Every one

Rosenthal’s paying opened up new vistas of pianism

seemed to have heard it before, hut never in quite the
same settiug ; being welcomed as an old acquaintance, it
made new friends. And if you attempt to vary only
one note in a work of rare popnlarity, it loses its mean-

there are powerful shadows, buteven then it is theZ5

ing totally and becomes commonplace.

many 1

There ia some¬

The advertisement runs as follows :

PROFESSOR BLANK’S

New Theorized Analysis of Music—Important.
The only system that gives yon an easy, quick, and
perfect understanding of mnsic. It can be learned in
one term of twenty lessons. It will make you play or
singiutime. It will make you self-progressive. 11 will
make you have a desire to practice. It will make you
interested in music. It will give you what you would
like to know. It will make you play or sing correctly.
It will make you a better student. It will make you a
better teacher. It will make you accomplish in one year
what it usually lakes from three to fire years.
It commences at the bottom ot music. It is enjoyable
to study. It only takes from two to three hours each tc>ek
of time. It tells you why you should never be told that a
whole note gets four counts. It tells you things that
makes yon understand music. It can be learned by
those who have not studied music. It will benefit any
one on any instrument, or the voice of any number ol
years of practice or proficiency in music.
It was conceived in lf-91 by Prof. -. It was de¬
veloped and perfected by Prof.-. It is now being
taught by Prof. -. Place your children in this
echool and get a true, self-convincing, infallible under¬
standing of music, and accomplish more in one term of
true rendering and understanding of music than is usu¬
ally acquired in two years.

blro t!
*
qnahties has- in “y opinion, never
before been presented to the American public ; of course

** the occasional miss.

After him-the

thing nncanny about this peculiarity of melodies, some¬

How.' many of ns have allowed ourselves to he drawn
aside from our principal line of work to labor, fora time

thing beyond explanation ; but it remains an undeniable
fact that only certain
emotions.

The gentleman

has certainly taken leaves from the book of Barnum.

on their hands look fatigued. Commercially speaking, in

agencies, are like lodgers who find moving cheaper than
Yon visit a picture gallery, an.l pass hundreds of paintlogs casually ; suddenly a little canvas attracts you, and

public with the humbug they so crave.

at least, in some other branch, thus diverting the atten¬

melodic x-y-z’a stir musical

tion and concentration so essential to success!

The

wasteof energy in the course of the professional career
of many musicians is no small thing.
There is too ranch ever list ing analysis and dissection •

use’ the Si of em ^ C°ntent t0 bear the »«ks and

and would-be artist to success instead of just stopping
short of it. Every musician should strive to he a

too much modulation and scienee; too little naturalness
and simplicity.

Youth has melody, age counterpoint;

the former is heaven bom, the latter can be acquired.

If applied to the

strongest point, it might have carried many a teafher

specialist at least in one thing.

Mabie.

8t

the

moment.—Hamilton

The day may mine

when we will have consulting specialists in music as1D
medicine.
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able calling. He is not infrequently held in grateful
remembrance by bis friends and piipiht, and hia name
enkindles the sentiment of gratitude and wurmest emo¬
tion in the hearts of mauy of hia pupils, even in after
years, F 'or who can estimate the value and influence of
•uch a work upon the life of a child, and, therefore,
its effect upon the very life of a nation ?

Attitude toward Otheh Tkachkbs.
I’upila often come to one for instruction directly from
another teacher In the same locality. It may lie that

named were not intended solely for those who made the
its many-fold reward.

It also awakens the mind of the

inquiries, but for all others who had met, are meeting,

teacher, and this is of no small importance, as teachers

and may meet with the same troubles.

easily allow themselves to get into a rnt, and to fall into

meet,” for the reason that difficulties are constantly

routine work so mechanically that there is no interest or

coming np in teaching routine that ought to beovereome

spirit in it for themselves, therefore can be but little for
the pnpil.

promptly.

I say “may

The suggestion to be made is that every teacher should

The mind of a child is not like a jug, into which the

keep a record of pieces that he has found to be useful;

contents may be poured indiscriminately with unvary¬

this record to show composer's name, title of the piece,

ing capacity, and then mixed by a little shaking.

Here

purpose for which it is suitable, grade of difficulty ; if a

is where parents err and often forget their accustomed

song, the different keys in which it can be had, and the

the change of teachers was made from personal consider¬
ations only, or as a matter of convenience, and not be¬

wisdom by intrusting the teaching of a child to most

range of the melody, not neglecting the name of the

incompetent hands.

publisher, and of the editor, if it should be printed with

cause of superior advantages offered iu the course of in¬
struction. lie that as it may, the teacher has no right to

where a child can have bnt one chance, as he can h

listed in this way, and the book kept as a permanent

In other things besides education

special notes.

Every piece given to a pupil should be

make disparaging remarks concerning his predecessor's

child but once, and where success is everything to I

record.

work, nor to eocourage the pnpil to make complaints
that may be gross misrepresentations. Such a course is

for all time, and where a single mistake may ofteD pr

and to classify under heads as popular, concert, classical,

ruinons-here the child is often under the inflnenci

selfish and unjust in the extreme, and it is often the
cause of much contention among musicians.
No two

educators whose very presence is demoralizing and j
nicions. As “the child is father to the man,” nn

technical, etc.
A few words on the other point touched in the begin¬

persons teach just alike.

such conditions, is it to be wondered at that the me

Machines only do things in the

It will also be found a useful thing to subdivide

ning of this article.

If the teacher will read the three

departments to which attention was directed, he will

go the best results may tie

tone in many communities is not what it should 1

find pieces recommended for certain purposes.

accomplished quite differently, and, after all, it is resuite that rooot the most. Pulling down another’s

The teacher, then, should have just views of edneati

he has no immediate need for such pieces, he may later

work is not a good way to build up one's own. It en¬
courages a spirit of envy and malice that is bound to do

and attitude would stimulate and inspire the mind w
a thirst for the highest knowledge. Powers would

its miserable work, causing music to become a source of

awakened that would call forth the higher faculties i

perpetual discord, whereas it should be the harbinger of

harmonious action.

peace. But the canse is confessedly not with music
itself, but in the prejudices of those who should he its
friends and defenders.

an education, else were an encyclopedia better than
educated man ; but it is the best use one can make of

time as having value to the teacher and the student.

few or many facts he may possess that weighs in
balances and marks the destiny of the man.

locality in which there is no public library or collection

same, stereotyped manner,

Teachers should encourage each other.

They may

He should also have ideal views.

Such an influe

The mere possession of facts is

thereby add to their own storehouse of knowledge,
strengthen their own weaknesses, and engraft rnoch of
another's ideas in such a manner as to be a positive
help.
Adapting another's thought and method is quite a dif¬
ferent thing from adopting it. The one is servile imita¬
tion, precludiog thought and individuality, making only
machines of men.

The other makes the men who make

the machines that move every branch of the world's
great industry.

So the teachers who have had better

Even if

find it very advantageous if he has made a record ol the
works recommended.
In the same book or in a separate one I wonld also keep
note of works in musical literature bearing on certain
subjects which have been recommended from time to
This is a particularly useful thing if one lives in a
of works on mnsic that can be consulted.

-—a ikurta,
Many of the best minds of Europe, as well as
own country, hold the opinion that teaching shoul
profess,on, cailmg, as it does, the best energy, de,
mg the best talents and largest self sacrifice amon
of the professions. E.ther in money or honor it
means receives the share which it so richly des
The standard ol teachers, no doubt, should be r
but what enconragement does the public offer t
the-consummation of such a goal?

The teache:

We all know the versatile man—how he

charms

us

by the readiness with which he turns from one snljei
to another, often speaking with brilliancy and lucidness.
But it is apt to be a dangerous
trolled.

gilt

unless well e®0

So, also, it is very unwise for the

mnsicstuden

to attempt to qualify himself for teaching a

number

different instruments or to attempt to spread his labors
over a wide range of activities.

cal atmosphere for a growing student I do not mean
a quantity of music, but I do mean a quality of music.
The greatness of an artist depends upon bis quality, and
not upon his quantity. We do not measure an artist by
his speed or his power, but by the sensitive balance of
qualities that appear in his performances.

but stood at the door together. She held out her hand
to him and wished him good-by.

willing I may be some one yet.”

“Good-by,” replied he.
you tell me your name? ”

score by Thursday night.”

“Oh, one moment!

Will

She saw it,

snatched at it, and thrust it into Theo’s hand.
“ Play the accompaniment to the ‘ Invocation,’ ” she
said, “lam going to sing it.”

nite term, and can not be measured by the chemist’s ap¬
constantly in the company of one who is always thor¬
oughly artistic, he mast be influenced by the contact, at
least in some degree.

You could not study the

The familiar music was lying on a chair.

“ Alma Brettan. And yours?”
“ Mine is Theo Farr.”

Of course, a “musical atmosphere” is a very indefi¬
pliances ; but we may be certain that when a student is

“ Bat—but are you mad?

“ Any good fortune yet ? ”

She began quietly.

She realized as the first bars left

“No. Promises only promises-and they mean so
little,” she replied, disconsolately. They had met at

tion ; more than all, she knew that she was singing for

dinner again ; they now met there daily.

the salvation of the man she loved.

It had be¬

her lips that she was singing for the crown of her ambi¬
He knew it, too,

Many young teachers and students are, of course, re¬
mote from musical centers, and only hear occasional
visiting artists, and those who have been through this

come their babit-the custom of these two waifs in pro¬

as their eyes met.

fessional London—and each fonnd delight in the other’s
company.

his hand shook a little as he turned the page.

stage of the game know how great an incentive these
visits are, and how, for a few succeeding weeks at least,

“I have brought yon back the score of 1 Francesca ’ ”
she said. “ I think I almost know it by heart ”
“You like it?”

voice rose, flooding the room, and when it died with her

efforts are made to emulate the delicate touch or the fine
diction of the artiat. Sometimes an occasion like this
gives an impetus that lasts through a whole musical
career, and gives color or trend to a whole musical life.
Another soggeatinn occurs to me in this connection
that I think rosy have value. It is the study of musical
history as an art. I do not mean merely the memoris¬
ing of a few dates. Let the student study the art from
its models, and not from what people say about them.

“ It is really a masterpiece.”

Be patient! ”

house and she wondered why.

It was because h

Ul.

house, a pale and pitiable object, with his pale fac
hollow cheeks, the first thing he did was to wen

light to any artist, and be will learn, if he has not already
done so, that even the quaint old mnsical idioms of the
early days, in the hands of the genuine master were

M ben he recovered and was able to leav

way to the shabby table d’hote ; and now it was hi,
to wonder, for his fellow-Bohemian was not there
iDt° 8prin*’ and «P™g into snmme
stil be did not see her, and at last he grew to r
that they would not meet again.
ZTl

in the same way that the canvases of Giotto and Cima-

The study of the real music of all epochs forms a musi¬
cal atmosphere for the student’s mind that would have
a continual and uplifting influence on his musical life.

A our

friend should be grateful to you.”
But Theo said nothing. Only his face spioke—and it

Everybody knows what happened.

When the curtain

their feet and called for the composer with cheers that
rang through the house. He stood bowing amid the deaf
ening plaudits, waiting for the frenzy to subside.
that was not to be yet.

But

The prima donna must be re

called, and Theo led her on once more, and they stood
there together, while Paris screamed itself hoarse.
Do you ask the sequel? It is a wedding party
gay Parisian hotel.

at

a

The bridegroom rises to return

thanks, and says it is an appropriate thing that his w> e
and he should breakfast in a restaurant to-day, because

alive with the glow of real musical feeling for beauty,
bne were made to glow with spiritual life in spite of the
apparent rigidity and artificiality of their figures.

last chord the manager caught her by both bands.
“Mademoiselle,” he said, gravely, “ I shall have the

fell on the last act of “ Francesca ” the audience rose to

period for hours, for eiample, how many of my readers

A careful examination of their works will be a real de¬

Her

was eloquent enough.

“ I am worn out with waiting. Bah ! talk of yourse . No chance of an engagement still, you say v ”
None.”

Where he spends fifteen minutes studying the history,
pure and simple, let him study the music of the same
know anything about the Scarlattis or Carissimi from
actual study or their compositions?

“For him I love—for him whom I adore!”

honor to submit a contract to yon this afternoon.

“And yet no manager will look at it,” he said
bitterly.
’
“ Wait!

The manager’s eyebrows lifted, and

ram/8! &r
moniDS’
years later,
“ “ ! one of lhe f?reat railway stations ir
streets of Paris, tired and travel stained. The co
r’Zr/r h8d been tonrin8«>e French pr,
had disbanded, and she had arrived in the capm
and friendless, ,n search of a new engagement

“it was in a certain restaurant . . • 8even Jears
ago . . . not quite so fashionable a restaurant, F<jr
haps,” etc.

And the bride laughs merrily, while t

people wonder why.

—Maxim, for a Young Pupil.—11 Count your

there may he no accounting for the time.”

time, or

draw children to you.
from which they sprung.

I don’t care how well educated

This involves at hast a dis¬

you may be in music, or even how good a teacher,

How often Bncli and Mozart are

unless you can attract and interest the child, you will

so abused,—they who, least of all, ean endure such arbi¬
trary perversion ! Mozart forbids it by the sonny clear¬

never have much success in this particular field of your
work.

ness and golden serenity of bis melodies ; Bach by the

I remember that once, while giving a lesson to a child

turbance of the form.

texture and strength of his form,—cast in bronze, as it

whom I considered very musical, she said to me, “What

were; a form which may at first seem cold, but which

does that mean?”

glows with a deep, strong fervor of earnestness.

thoroughly understood myself, and supposed every one

It was a simple sign, snch as I so

else understood, that I had never explained it to her.
Herein is the eternal mystery of every genuine work
of art, that although it is the product of a human will,
yet it is at the same time a creation of an organic nature
in which spirit and form nnite according to unalterable
laws which exiat within the work itself.

In this fact

lies the distinction between the masterpieces of music
and the products of shifting popular taste.

The music-fanatic fills his work with false spirit, the
spirit of the player who can not see into the heart of
the composer, and, like a had actor, plays only himself.
The master of technic, on the other band, perhaps from
the very fear of permitting an alien spirit to creep in,
presents the rhythmic and harmonic masses of sound
as a stiff and dead mechanism, thinking it enough to
exhibit the form into which the artist's thought baa
cooled.

I had taken it for granted that she knew it.

That ques¬

tion was a revelation to me, and it led to a series of

rhythm, may attend religiously all concerts and operas,
may master piano, violin, trumpet, zither, flute’
cymbal, and drum, and commit all sorts of mnsieal
mist hief unpunished—here he may be moved to tears by
a big pipe or a barrel organ, and attain astonishing pro¬
ductivity in composing —in fact,have a very satisfactory
opinion of bis own knowledge and skill, and yet have
hardly a drop of musical blood in bis veins, or an atom
of musical intelligence in his constitution, and even

one will do to teach my children.”

“ Any

What a mistake!

If the man or woman is to love and appreciate classical
music, how important is it that the child be given none
but the best of music, and that from the hands of one
who thoroughly understands the magnitude, dignity,
and vital effects of his work, not to mention his ability
s a teacher.
I ardently wish that for the next five or ten years
ur best composers would write nothing but children s
msic, piano music, kindergarten songs, hymns, etc.,
nd that music-teachers, Sunday-school teachers, public

questions which showed gross ignorance in a certain
direction, the enlightening of which opened up a new

chool superintendents, and every lover of good music

field of pleasure for the child, and increased her interest
tenfold.

a all places where music is wont to be made.

a twin mill. CAJTOI ICUl'B
uicw aeverai gooci lessoni
One is that, as teachers, we do not ask questions enougl

Are yon sure that your pupil understands the meanin
of all those signs, tempo marks, etc. ?

You may hav

explained them to her, but let her explain them to yot
The answers may startle you and lead you to think yo
are not so thorough a teacher as you considered yourse
to be, after all.
Another point is that, as teachers, we do not tal
enough.

When the lesson begins to drag, as drag <

will once in a while, tell a little story, or talk pleasant)
upon some subject, even though it be foreign to tb

A man may be able to distinguish between good and
bad harmonies, may have a folly developed sense of

realize what influence we can exert over them ?

lesson.

You will thus secure the interest of the pup

again.

Only the other day I had a very pleasant tal

with a pnpil about the title of a piece of music, whic
gave her much amusement and awakened such an inte:
est and zeal for the practice of it that I was amazed £
e ease with which she learned it.

The old complaii

that it is so difficult to get children to practice I do nc
sustain, bat I am not surprised that children do n<

rould see to it that such music is given to the children
I know

am treading on old ground, but I also know that it
[ikes constant hammering to break a stone, and thereire I say that, if the Sunday-school claims to be

and

re know it is—a place to educate the children to an unerstandiDg of better things in this life, let it be a place
rhere the child can learn what good music in the praise
f God is also.

The jingling nonsense taught our chil-

ren in many of the Sunday schools is something mnsiians and others who can not help but realize the vitiat
ag effect it must have on the taste should condemn
nd abolish.
I fear many of ns music-teachers underrate

this

teach

lg of children. We would so mnch rather have a
anced pupils. Well, it is an easy matter to teach an
dvanced pupil compared to work with a little c 11
a music, and are making good progress, ten to one
re a good teacher, and you can well afford to be Pron
f the fact that you are engaged in one of the noble.filings God has given man to follow—that of

teaching

take an interest in their music, when I see the class <
music and the methods-rif methods they are-som
eachers use. Interest the child and he will practice <
bis own accord.

then, with chronic incurable, musical poverty of the
blood, keep activity and apparent health to a vary old age.
the child.

Cnri0Sity ia general'y W«U developed i
By appealing to that you com nearly alway

'

f all your pupils are children, and they are interest

—What signifies wishing and

hoping for better tin)

We may make these times better if we bestir ourse
—Franklin.

home, the tsaiher remaining a silent hot attentive lis¬
tener. A first trial will embarrass the pupil, but two or
three repetitions will serve to relieve that, and excellent
results mast follow. There will be many surprises in
store for (be teacher who does this.

He will find abun¬

dant opportunity to suggest where he little expected it.
The value of the clock will then demonstrate itself, and
the necessity for detimte restrictions in the use of the
various exercises will become apparent. This experi¬
ment should not be made at the close of the lesson, but

pupils an unostentatious appearance and a selected

intelligence ; that feeling must be comprehended in

circle of friends opportunity to judge of their merit.

expression or it would not be intelligent; but that

Naturally the teacher comes in for his share of the criti¬

emotional singing is an entirely different thing ; that

If this plan consistently pursued does not serve

when the singer is controlled by his emotions the result

the purpose, then the teacher may have just cause to
search for radical delects, either in his system or else¬

is an unhealthy, morbid condition, inartistic, because

where.

therefore, counsel my youDg friends to a most thought¬

cism.

If the subject of musicales and their mode of

conduct is attractive, I will enlarge upon it in a subse¬
quent “Chats with Teachers.”

before it has begun ; it is under these conditions that
the pupil reveala his individuality. If it ia attempted
in force, and the valneof the illustration is weakened.

wim VUILE STUDENTS.
Y.

How true it is that the nndeniable charm of melody
which is fully equaled by the pleasure accompanyin

Pupils who accompany themselves are prone to suffer

the art of singing, tends to promote a disregard for th

from a division of effort, and too mnch stress can not be
put upon the value of unaccompanied practice.

deeper meaning of the words one sings !

Third.-The treatment of studies in detail while at
work is impoitaot.
A common fault is passing from end to end of studies
rather than frequent repetition of phrases.

A study or

song should not be undertaken in its entirety until it
has been fnlly comprehended and mastered, first by
phrases, then by periods, and finally as a whole. The
more trying puts have received the most attention by
this process, and the voice is grooved toils requirements

The office c

the singer is not alone giving pleasure on the level c
the senses.

He should make the idea in the text of th

first importance, appealing to the mind and sentimen
of the listener through thought rather than throng
sound.

Failure to apply ibis principle to their wor

explains why so many students render their soDgs ii
difierently.

It seems almost presumptuous to reiterat

the adv.ee or warning in this particular; but, for the sak
of presenting the matter so as to impress it upon th
mmd, let ns adopt a convenient formula or set of rule

mnch more rapidly and with a higher degree of certainty
in the difficult passages.

and govern ourselves by the same in all future study c

Tuia comprehends, in the main, the value of the care¬
ful oversight of a pupil’s work on the part of a teacher.

directly at this particular phase of the question, tha

Oace the student realizes his accountability in this
regard, he will confirm to the teacher’s wishes, and the
need of further alliuious to the matter will cease. It is
not sufficient to tell a pnpil to “ do thus and so ” in his
practice.

Until yon have repeatedly heard him try

and fail, and fail and try again, yon can not be sure he
will use his time to the very best advantage.

It ia not

the will that is lacking, bnt the understanding ; advice

repertory; assuming, for the sake of arriving mor
the se ections are worthy. We will first read the text
we will next read it aloud ; we must now have gaina
a general idea of what was in the author’s mind

use of the

W

w.l aga.n read it sentence by sentence ; repeating eacl
entence many times with varying inflections, accent™
t.ons, and pauses, until the highest elocutionary pe,
fee,ion of which we are capable bas been reached
U
“ESe,a”--XamPle’ t8ke the fir8t two Iin‘30f Keller’

amouotsonlj to a theory, and we must not depend upon
theories in matters as important as the correct

ful pursuit of their vocal studies.

I,

The well is not oetp

to those who are satisfied to drink at its suriace.
The following clipping from a London paper is worthy
your perusal:

bnaij

at the close of a lesson, the atmosphere of the studio is
Sei-ond.—The accompaniment to which the student
accustoms biniBelf in practice mnst receive attention.

the prerogative of art is to control, not to yield.

”Swift fades the land I love behind me ;
The raging ae» before me lies."

“ I went to the Sims Reeves benefit concert and was
delighted by the lesson in artistic phrasing, manage¬
ment of breath, and varying of tone-color according to
the meaning of the words, which the veteran tenor gave
to ns all. In many ways, especially in the enunciation
of the poem, without losing a grasp on pure cants bile
style, Mr. Reeves could give Itssona to many a distin¬
guished singerof the day. And he himselt has explaine
the reason for the style which I so much admired.
“ ‘It is because 1 have always studied my icorns,
have read them and phrased them in every possible way,
asked myself what they meant, and interpreted t e
according to my own feeling. I walk np and down, t)
ing this line and trying that, UDtil I feel that 1 a
struck the right idea. Singers do not study elocu t
sufficiently, if at all. In a recitative, for 'nst{’D‘je’lt „
words are sacrificed to the music. In my method
:
are of equal importance.’
.
T9
“The ‘equal importance’ is just what most sis
ignore. There are many who think ot nothing 11
‘words,’ and there are still more who practical J P
no attention either to their meaning or to their pro
ciation. Both classes are really only balt-educa e .
all know the singer who, made desperate by llis P a
vocal gifts, takes to the singiDg of German songs
style which he thinks is very intellectual—-that is
’
the words are ‘barked,’ and no attention is Pn1 .
njle
length and beauty of the musical phrase. I* ' j(j)er
easy to sing German songs in that way. On 1 , ,^9
hand, we have the singer who has a good voice!1B• ,r0.
that it is more effective, musically, if treated as an
ment—and so the words are totally ignored, t "
ve9
this latter class of vocalists wonders why it
jan)e
people as Jenny LiDd and Sims Reeves and
"(g0
Patti moved them. I do not believe that a 8' e . n
move an nndience to enthusiasm unless he re
j((j
that the hearing of the word gives to soughs
meaning and pathos.”—“ Musical Standard.

day of reckoning.—11 American Conservator!/ Quarterly.’’

QUESTIONS flftD ArrstUERS.

I

1

We have a number of interesting snbjects for the
Questions and Answers Department, which, for want of
space, will be held until the next issne. Do not hesi¬
tate to make free use of the question box.—Vocal Edi¬
tor.
A. C. O.—1. The pronunciation of the final syllables of
the words “ pinion,” “secret,” “ Saviour,”are precisely
the same in singing as they are in speaking. Pronounce
each word, dwelling on the final syllable, and the vowel
effect thus gained most be precisely the same when it is
sung.
2. That depends upon the dialect. If you heard the
word ** back ” spoken in Boston, and then heard it in
Philadelphia, you would hardly find it to Ire a safe
model for any other word. I think the word “ there ”
carries a most definite vowel individuality with it, and
would follow the custom of dialect quite as undeviatingly as would the word “ back.”
U. In snch words as “ boy,” “joy,” etc., the mouth,
tongue, and jaw are loyal to the first vowel sound in the
diphthong, the “ y ” effect beingtreated precisely as yon
would treat a consonant—suggested in finishing in order
to complete the character of the word.
Bkbth A. Fifteen minutes of sustained tones, half an
hour of scales and arpeggios in light voice, should be the
dailj food of the singer, with additional exercises, vary¬
ing with the grade of proficiency.
Laura.—Your question is notclear. You say, “ What
'*
,*?*•* thin8 ,or a strong alto voice, physically
weak?
Do you mean, What is the best thing for a
strong alto votce, or for a physically weak body '> If the
former, a gentle nse of the vowel “Oh” in not too
rapid scale and arpeggio practice. If the latter, consult
your physician.
’
Mary.—If the same vitality is maintained during the
continuance of the note which the pupil nses to take it
there will he no danger of the tones “ sinking back.”
G L B.-Abt's “Singing Tutor,” for scale practice,
and Lu|gen’s “ Twenty-six Melodic Exercises,”Augener’s edition No. 6794, for solfeggio, will afford an earnest student with a bass voice plenty of material for in¬
telligent, daily practice.

a basis for instruction in theory.
“ Ear Training,” by
Arthur E. Ileacox, is one of the best books on a subject
that is recognized as one of the most important in
musical instruction ; for training the fingers or the voice
only makes but a one-sided musician, and ignores real
training in music. Classes in this subject should he
provided for in the musical curriculum of every school.
Harmony,” by Dr. H. A. Clarke, has been gaining
favor wherever introduced as a clear, concise text-book
for tlie teaching of harmony. The work is not a treatise
on harmony, a theory of harmony, hut a practical sys¬
tem of teaching the snhject. We call the attention of
onr readers to the notice of this work in Mr. S. N.
Penfield’s article on page 113 of this issne. We will be
pleased to send copies of these two works, “ Ear Train¬
ing” and Clarke’s “Harmony,” on examination to the
director of any conservatory or music department.
Ev ery day we receive letters from onr subscribers in
which they speak of the help that The Etude gives to
them in their work as teachers and students of music,
and, what is still more pleasant, renewals of subscrip¬
tions and orders for copies to be sent to new subscribers
from among their pupils and friends. This is the most
practical evidence of the fact that The Etude pleases
its patrons, and that it is winning its way in new circles
and territory.
Several concert-players whose engagements take them
over a great part of this country tell us that they find
The Etude everywhere, and the best of words for its
valuable qualities to all music lovers.
Once again we wish to say that the journal is not for
ie professional or student only, but for the great mass
of musical amateurs everywhere as well. The musical
supplements are made up of pieces of sterling worth and
new compositions that will prove their value with use.
I his is a good time to solicit subscriptions, and we will
pleased to have a large number of onr friends send to
f0r0nr P«>hium list with its valuable offers. The
summer months will soon be here, and the teaching in¬

all means send for a copy for examination. The retail
price is $1.50 ; professional discount bas been reduced,
and is very low.
We also wish to mention the issuing of another edi¬
tion of the “ Writing Book,” by the same author. This
work gives a practical and easily understood presents
tion of every writable thing in the notation of music.
The book abounds in new features to interest the pupil.
Blank paper, with lines for writing music, is included
in the book ; published complete for fifty cents, or in
two books, each thirty cents.
From the teacher’s standpoint, the publisher of this
journal conducts one of the most complete and ialua >e
snpply-honses that exists. We make a specialty of I
teachers’ and college trade. By purchasing the stoc^
of the well known firm of Wm. A. Pond & Co. we ia *
doubled our facilities for the prompt filling of orders- ^
you have not an account with us, we should be p ease ^
to hear from yon. We will send onr complete line
catalogues, which will explain our method ot dea l >
liberal terms, large discounts, and the many advan ag
to be derived from dealing with us.
Special Offer for April.—For $2.00 cash
order we will renew your subscription to
for one year and send yon a copy, postpaid, o
pean Reminiscences,” by Louis C. Elson.
This is one of the most valuable books o
literature in our catalogue. It was originally P“
as a subscription book, and was sold for $•> 00.
is not exclusively musical. Mr. Elson is one o
nate few in whom musical and literary gi 8 8
bined. It contains the recollections of a 'aca

^

^
coro¬

(oar

in various countries.
w9iol"
For $1.75 we will send, in addition to the re^
your subscription to this journal, oDe copy
^ p0t>one of the 22 x 28 musical portraits and P>‘^veo,
lished by ns : Portraits of Mozart, Lisz ,
sBb
Wagner, Mendelssohn, and Rubinstein , ®u'
. the
jecte,“ Harmony, ” “Inspiration,” “Beethoven at

Mb. 3. J. Gilbert, organist of At. Mark's Church, Augusta,
Me., gave a flue orgaa redial recently. One of the numbers wee
bis " Betrothal Suite.'' Ha has a large rested choir under his
ehargw.
Mb. Frxdkbic Hobsck Clark, of Chicago, baa arranged an
nterestlog series of recitals, which ho calls "Half Hours of Piano¬
forte Music." The second, given March 18th, consisted of selections
from Bach, Weber, Schumano, Raff, and Mossaowskl.
Miss E. B. Babtbamm, of the Hamilton, Ont., Conservatory, has
arranged to tench the Pleicher Muslo Method.
M*. R. A. Locturri, of 8*o Francisco, bes received word from
Mad nn* Terns Carrefio that she baa accepted tbe dedication of ble
Concerto Komaotlco, Op. 81, and will eiudy it In play at some
future time in Berlin with the Philharmonic Orchestra under
Nlkiach.
Mb. CniRi.se H. Stkvebs gave a recital of a number of composi¬
tions by Mr* H. H. A. Ilea h,In Philharmonic Hall, Detroit,Michi¬
gan. A handsome souvenir program containing a portrait and bio¬
graphical sketch of Mrs Beach was arranged by Mr. Stevens.
Man. A. Marik Mbbbick, of Newark, N. J„ has Issued a pamph¬
let descriptive of her musical lectures, with favorable notices from a
number of prominent musicians and newspapers.

and am highly pleased with it. It is interesting and
very instructive.
Mrs. Frank Byrd.
I received books, “Masters and Their Music” and
“ In Praise of Music,” and am delighted with them.
M. M. Weiser.
I was very much pleased with your “Duet Hour.”
My pupils hail it with delight.
Miss E. Pearl Van Voorhis.
The “Duet Hour” yon sent me some time ago is
satisfactory, and I will send for some more of the same
in the near future.
Agnes R. Krall.

Dr. Clarke s new book on Harmony is the most ex¬
plicit work on the subject it has been my privibge to
examine.
Mrs. Deli.a E. Roberts.
I find Clarke’s “ Mnsic Tablet ” to be just what many
of my pupils need.
Bertha Bloom.
Your premiums for subscribers to The Etude, con¬
sisting of eight volumes of Mathews’ “Graded Stu¬
dies, are of incalculable value to me as a young and

Moacai.r, Mo., will hare a music festival this year as usual, under
th* direction of Johann Goetxe, June «lh-8th.

McArthur’s “Pianoforte Study” and W. 8. B
hooks.
Music : Its Ideals and Methods”
and Masters and Their Music,” areall interesting and
instructive. Any publication with the signature of W
S. B. Mathews is a guaranty for profitable reading.

Th* Seventh Annual Kansas Musical Jubilee will be held in
Hutchioson, May lMb-l»ih,in th* Auditorium,which bus* seating
capacity of AJdi). Two thousand dollars will be given away In prixea
Messrs. Frederic W. Root and Allen H. Spencer, of Chicago, will be
the adjudicators. An Interstate soprano solo contest, with a prise
of tioo, la a new feature. Reduced railroad fares and hotel rates have
been secured. Mr. B. 8. Hoag land la the Secretary of the Festival
AMociatioo.
Ms hn.vst Ilrci.r/u “Adirondack Mountain Sketches” for the
piano have been played with considerable success before musical
clubs in by rat n>t, N. Y.( and vicinity.
Mr. Char lss Saxxobd Shilton, of the New Jersey Stale Normal
School*. Music Department, baa arranged a winter couraeof lecture
recitals lo supplement the fell course, which was very successful
The subjects s<t: "Modern Russian Mualc,”oneof Dr. Ilancbett'i
Analytical Redials, "Eighteenth Century Mnalc," a recital of
obamber music, and " A Midsummer Night’s Dream," a reading of
the pi a/ with Mendelssohn's music*

I buy The Etude at a news stand, and thought by so
doing I could economize, as there would be occasional
numbers that I wonld not want, hot I have not missed
a single issne since I began—nearly a year ago—and will
send my subscription soon. Several of my pupils buy
it each month.
I think The Etude has done more to elevate the
standard of mnsic than any publication in tbe land,
and it is indispensable to teachers.
Mrs. J. T. Reynolds.

I have received Clarke’s “ Harmony,’’and am greatly
pleased with it. Each step seems to be the natural
outgrowth of the preceding.
Mabel Salisbury.

Mb. Wabd Stkphkms, of New York, a contrlbulor to The
Eti/DK, gave a recital at the Util School, Pottatown, Pa., March
!8ih. Mr. Stephens will return lo Europe early In tbe summer,
end expects to make a concert trip through Northern Europe and
Russia.

Th* Missouri Stste Music Teachers' Association will bold their
Fourth Annual Convention in May, st Joplin, Mo,

I would like always to be ready for them.
Mrs. O. L. Rowland.

C?Meather Wh0 Wi8hes ,0 Sive only the best
pieces and studies.
Leila A. Church.

C R. Stubbs.
HrLW>M™^Cuh plea8ed with “Mnsic Talks With Children, by Thomas Tapper.
Lovi
I have been teaching for twenty five vears

fnr

cInr7Ja”kiaVe ,8U^8fn"7 ,au*hl Mathews’ “ Graded
<^pr8e’a ?.,n9°“8 Touch and Technic,” aDd LaDdon s
Foundation Materials.” I am delighted witTtbem
Mrs. F. Z. T. Jackson.
neLkn°You° h™ I?* ^ 1 WOn,d rather
bnsi‘on hav5 always been prompt in filling Div
orders, etc. ; in fact, I think yon an ideal firm. I like
yonr works and style of piintirg.
s. l Beli
Am using Mathews’ “Graded Studies.” Grades II
moie than'any studjfhave8^??^1;^681 11)7
Jkan Frances Carroll.

Notices for this column Inserted at 8 cents a word for one Insert on,
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th o
e
previous month to insure publication in the next number.

F

OR SALE—TEACHER’S TECHNICON, IN PERfect condition. Price, $8.00. F. Caebett, Venango Street, Philadelphia.

E

T. PAULL MUSIC CO., OF NEW YORK CITY,
. has published some of the bei-t popular (ompo
sitions that have appealed. M'st elaborate title P»3e
have been used. See ad vert Lenient elsewhere.

